PICK UP THE FIDDLE (PLUCK THAT BANJO)  3:23
An Intermediate Clogging Line Dance
Record by Razzle Dazzle, from the BONANZA DANCE PARTY (ZYX Music 55032-2 CD, 55023-4 Tape)
Choreo by Jeff Driggs, 29A Lake ChaweVa, Cross Lanes, WV 25313 (304)776-9571
(video teach available on the DancePack Series, call for a catalogue of videos, educational materials and novelties)

WAIT 12 BASS BEATS
Start with the fiddle!
LEFT FOOT LEAD

PART A

L  STOMP  DS  SL
R  DS  R
L  SL  SL  R
R  DT  DT  DS  SL
4 1  6  6  2  4  3  4

Repeat to face all four walls

PART B

L  DS  DR  DS  SL
R  5  3  6  3  5  6  4  8
L  H(O)  CLICK  SL  R
R  H(O)  CLICK  UP  DS  5
4 1  6  2  6  3  4
L  BR  KICK(B)  TURN  1/2  DS  SL
4 1  2  3  4

Repeat Drag N Whiplash, Pothole & Basics & Karate Turn

PART C

L  DS  SL  R
R  BR  DS  5
4 1  6  2  6  3  4
L  S  S(XIF)
R  3(XIF)  3  3  SL
4 1  6  2  6  4
L  DT(B)  DS  H
R  H  DT(B)  DS
4 1  6  2  6  3  4
L  DS  R
R  A  DS  5

Repeat all move up and back 45° to right

PART D

L  DS  DS  HANDS UP
R  DS  DS  HANDS UP
L  HANDS UP  HANDS UP
R  4 1  6  2  6  3  4
(on hands up, start with both hands down at left side and circle up and over head and down to right side, repeat up and to left)

Repeat to face all four walls

PART A

Stomp Double Turn
turn 1/4 left

Double Ups
Clap hands on SL's

Repeat

PART B

Drag N Whiplash

Pothole & Basic

Karate Turn

Repeat

PART C

Rockin' Chair
move forward at 45° to 1

Mountain Goat
Move Forward

Fleaslickers
Backing Up

2 Basics
Backing Up

Repeat

PART D

Vine Turn, Reach
PART E

Jazz Touches

Potty

Bounce Turn
Turn 1/2 L on BO BO

Fancy Double

Repeat to front

Repeat Jazz, Potty, Bounce and Fancy Double

PART F

Ropin'
Turn a circle to
left while lassoin'

Rollin'

Ropin'
Turn a circle to
left while lassoin'

Rollin'

SEQUENCE: A-B-C-A-B-D-E-F-E-B-C-D-A